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European patriots to 
fight '1992' schemes 

Patriots from West Gennany, France, Italy, Denmark, and 

Belgium gathered in the Rhine city of Mainz, West Gennany 

on Oct. 30, to define a campaign for the European parliamen
tary elections scheduled for June of 1989. Speakers repre

senting all the major countries outlined a perspective of 
smashing the far-advanced plans for a fascist reorganization 

of Western Europe under "Europe 1992," and replacing it 

with a Europe rebuilt around the noble concepts of the sov

ereign nation state. 
The conference was opened by Muriel Mirak, editor of a 

thick Special Report on "Europe 1992"just issued by EIR 
Nachrichtenagentur GmbH in Wiesbaden, who laid out the 

difference between a Europe of the Fatherlands, as outlined 

by the late French President Charles de Gaulle, and the su
pranational, oligarchy-controlled structure which the Euro
pean Commission has put together as the Europe 1992 Plan. 
If the Europe 1992 Plan is implemented, Mirak said, it will 

lead us directly back to feudalist regional structures, which 
will be ruled by the major oligarchical families and the car

tels. 
To prevent Europe from entering a period like that of the 

Black Plague, the whole tendency toward giving the Euro
pean Parliament executive and legislative power must be 

reversed, Mirak said. All representatives to European insti
tutions must be responsible to their own nation-states, and 

any single nation must have a veto right against decisions 
that are not good for all. This return to the policy of de Gaulle 
alone can prevent this destruction of the nation-state. 

The coming of a New Dark Age 
Helga Zepp-LaRouche, chainnan of the Patriots for Ger

many party, gave the keynote address on the second day of 
the conference, under the title, "The Shaping of a New Age 

For Mankind, the Age of Reason." Zepp-LaRouche pre
sented a powerful picture of the hell into which the world is 

going to plunge, unless a reawakening of mankind's Chris
tian morality brings about a new Renaissance. 

The context for the Europe 1992 plan of rationalization 

and elimination of national sovereignty, Zepp-LaRouche said, 

is the powerful impulse building toward a New Dark Age. 
We can anticipate a new financial crash, she said, and mon
strous malthusian austerity immediately after the U.S. elec
tion. 

The year 2000 will bring famine, epidemics, a disaster 
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worse than what Pol Pot did in Cambodia, she said. The 
Middle East will turn into a hotbed of instability. The Ibero

American continent will collapse. The Soviets would profit 

for the time being, but only at the price of becoming part of 

the inevitable process of global disintegration. 
The sponsors of this horror can be seen in the noble 

families of the East and West-the Sforza, Recanati, and 
Volpi di Misurata in the West, and the Orloffs and Voront
sovs in Russia. The mother of these families lies in the Vene

tian nobility which spawned them all, and has been dedicated 

since at least the mid-15th century to the destruction of West
em Christianity and its ideas. 

One of the major means chosen for this destruction was 

the creation of New Age satanism, which went back to the 

tradition of Tiberius of Rome to create a proliferation of cults 

and sects of all sorts, dedicated to the deliberate destruction 

of the Good. 
To defeat this evil, Zepp-LaRouche stressed, is not a 

question of simply fighting the Western oligarchy or the 
Russians, who will be the immediate beneficiaries of the 
oligarchy's scheme. The real enemy lies in human nature, 

when man turns his back on his God-like identity, and makes 

himself an instrument of Satan. 
Let us face the truth about the mass of people in the West 

and the world, she said. They adopt opinions from the media, 
from other people, they are mostly other-directed. This is the 
direct entry for Satan into human history. The only way to 

make man immune, is by the principle of Socratic dialogue, 
whose true expression lies in the practice of Augustinian 

Christianity and in the tradition of Christ Himself. 
Christianity was the most important moral revolution, 

she said. The Council of Florence of 1439, its continuation 
in the ideals of 1776, 1789, 1813, are crucial landmarks in 
the history of mankind's development. These ideas are not 
dead, as is indicated by the rebellion of whole peoples in the 

East, against the system of Teheran and Yalta. A majority of 

human beings on this globe have to face reality, the fact that 
under this system, they are all doomed to certain horrible 

death. 
Zepp-LaRouche pointed out bluntly that the ideal point 

for making the necessary transformation in history was missed, 
when her husband, presidential candidate Lyndon H. La

Rouche, Jr., was knocked out in his 1988 race to lead the 
United States. Had he been U.S. President, LaRouche could 

have dramatically changed the world overnight. Now we 
have to perfonn the same task through the mobilization of 

many people, who take upon themselves the responsibility 
for mankind, their own Gethsemane. 

The leading strategic proposals around which a mobili
zation must be made are the Food For Peace initiative, and 
LaRouche's recent initiative on reunifying Gennany around 
the perspective of feeding Poland, she concluded. But to do 
this, the patriots must ensure that they do not become cor
rupted and that they stick to the principles of the Good. 
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